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Introduction 
 

My office has a large cabinet full of nothing but old handicapping books. Like 
many of you, I learned a great deal from reading anything I could get my hands 
on in the 'golden era of handicapping books' between 1975 and 1995. James 
Quinn was a prolific writer during that period and he was particularly fascinated 
with Turf racing. He was somewhat unique in his analysis because the other 
popular writers including Beyer, Davidowitz and Brohamer were speed figure 
enthusiasts. Speed figures are far more difficult to configure on grass, and Quinn 
was quick to point this out. He presented a considerable dichotomy between Turf 
and Dirt race figures that other writers did not. 
 

Quinn's observations about class, stamina and pedigree are still worthwhile 
reading today. Also worthwhile readings are those from author William Quirin 
who promoted a class and pedigree approach to turf races in the 1970s, which 
Quinn learned from.   
 

Much has changed in the world of grass races since those authors were studying 
handicapping. These days, turf races are far more common than in previous 
decades. All class levels, even maiden claimers participate on the grass course.   
Before the year 2005, most Turf events were carded for Stakes and Allowance 
horses and there were just one or two per day at most tracks, and Turf Sprints 
were rare. 
 

In the summer of 1995, Quinn and Tom Brohamer asked me to speak at a Del 
Mar seminar. During a question and answer session, someone in the audience 
asked him about his Quinn Turf ratings. His figures were a combination of early 
position and final fraction in equal measure, similar to S/P or Sustained Pace 
velocity. But he told us candidly, that the figures were exhausting and difficult to 
compute and without consistent results.   
 

Ironically, as we will learn in this booklet, S/P is still a prime handicapping factor 
for Turf Routes. Quinn had the right idea, but he was working with the concept 
about 10 years too soon. Technology needed to catch up. We have come a long 
way with our research and data analysis to greatly improve and understand the 
value of the velocity ratings on Turf. 
 

Today the key to Turf betting success is not to use single factors for decisions.  
Better to target combinations of diverse ratings that work together to improve 
profits and ROI. 
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 Research and Data Specifications 
 

All data tables in this report come from tests run during the period June 2014 thru 
May 2015 with a Purse $10,000 or more. This booklet covers Turf races only with 
one comparison to Fast Dirt at the same distances. No testing in this report 
concerns Artificial or Wet Dirt races. 
 

No separation was made for off-Turf (good, soft, yielding, etc.) because of the 
rarity of those races these days. Most wet turf races are cancelled and moved to 
the main track. Turf races that remain on soggy grass are typically Stakes races 
run at longer Route distances. My testing showed no clear distinctions between 
the off-Turf and the firm-Turf races with the data methods used herein.  
 

Separation of distance categories is a valuable learning tool. The Turf distance 
categories we'll study individually in Section I of this booklet are listed below. 
 

4.0T - 5.0T   Turf Dashes 
6.0T - 6.5T*   Turf Sprints 
7.0T - 7.5T   Turf 7s (usually two-turns on Turf) 
8.0T*    Turf Mile 
8.5T - 9.5T    Turf Route 
10.0T - 14.0T  Turf Long Route/Marathon  
 

* 6.5T downhill at SA were tested separately.   
* 8.2T and 8.3T (1Mile40, 1Mile70) were tested separately 
 
Statistical measures used in this E-Book are summarized below. 
 

Plays  Total number of horses tested 
Win  Win% 
ITM  In-the-Money% (1-2-3 finishers) 
WROI  Win Return on Investment based on $1 wager 
PROI  Place Return on Investment based on $1 wager 
AvgWin Average Win Price 
I.V.  Impact Value 
Long$20 Graded A to F; assessment of longshot hit rate. 
  A= strong live longshot hit rate 
  B= above average % of longshot winners 
  C= average results 
  D= below average or few longshot winners 
  F= very few if any winners paying $20+ 
 

 

HTR's default Pace line method (PL-5) was used for all testing. 
 
If you need information on any of the HTR handicapping factors or ratings 
mentioned in this booklet, refer to the HTR-Pedia by clicking the link at the top of 
our home-page at www.htr2.com. 
 

http://www.htr2.com/
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Turf vs. Dirt Statistics 
 

We begin by looking at a table of basic statistics comparing the Turf distances 
with the same grouping on Fast Dirt. From this chart we can look at the yearly 
total of races in each category, the average field size, average win payoff, and 
the win rate of tote-favorites and also assess longshot activity. 
 

All Races Purse $10,000+ 

Dist/Surf      Races   AvgFld    AvgWin   FavsWin  Long$20 
 

4.0T-5.0T        794     8.7     $14.10     33%      A 

5.5T-6.5T        592     9.0     $14.70     32%      A 

7.0T-7.5T        698     9.0     $13.20     35%      B 
 

8.0T            1745     8.9     $13.50     33%      B 

8.5T-9.5T       1859     9.1     $14.00     33%      A 

10.0T-14.0T      160     8.6     $13.90     29%      B 
 

4.5D-5.0D       1585     7.7     $11.40     37%      C 

5.5D-6.5D      10344     7.7     $11.40     37%      C 

7.0D-7.5D       1524     8.1     $12.00     37%      B 
 

8.0D            2999     7.4     $11.20     36%      C 

8.5D-9.5D       2961     7.4     $10.80     37%      D 

10.0D-14.0D       53     8.3     $13.50     34%      C 
 

Summary and Analysis 
The race count for Turf distances continues to climb each year. That's good news 
if large fields of 8 or more horses remain the norm. A typical field for a Turf race 
averages about 9 horses, while the common Dirt races are dropping below 8 
entrants per field. But the Dirt race average field statistics would drop even lower 
if maiden-claimers are removed from the study. 
 

Favorites win far more often on Fast Dirt than on the Turf.  Win rates for the chalk 
continue to climb among non-maiden Fast Dirt races, pushing toward 40%. The 
Turf favorites win about 33% of their races, but they pay about $1 better than the 
public choices on Dirt. 
  
Turf races have considerably higher average Win payoffs. The number of 
longshot winners paying $20 or more is also much higher. Nearly 17% of the 
races on Turf result in a $20+, while the Fast Dirt percentage is about 13% and 
dropping. Without maiden claimers, it would be even lower on Dirt.  
 

With the larger pool of competitive runners and potential price plays, the Turf 
races are ground zero for potentially profitable ROI and live longshots. The grass 
(and money) is definitely greener on the Turf.    


